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Abstract— Tracking multiple persons is a challenging task
when persons move in groups and occlude each other. Existing group-based methods have extensively investigated how to
make group division more accurately in a tracking-by-detection
framework; however, few of them quantify the group dynamics
from the perspective of targets’ spatial topology or consider the
group in a dynamic view. Inspired by the sociological properties
of pedestrians, we propose a novel socio-topology model with a
topology-energy function to factor the group dynamics of moving
persons and groups. In this model, minimizing the topologyenergy-variance in a two-level energy form is expected to produce
smooth topology transitions, stable group tracking, and accurate
target association. To search for the strong minimum in energy
variation, we design the discrete group-tracklet jump moves
embedded in the gradient descent method, which ensures that
the moves reduce the energy variation of group and trajectory
alternately in the varying topology dimension. Experimental
results on both RGB and RGB-D data sets show the superiority
of our proposed model for multiple person tracking in crowd
scenes.
Index Terms— Multiple person tracking, group tracking,
RGB-D data, topology.

I. I NTRODUCTION

M

ULTIPLE person Tracking is a fundamental problem
in computer vision, contributing to many applications
including robotics, video surveillance, and intelligent vehicles [1]. While many researchers consider multiple person
tracking in simple scenes a solved problem, in crowded scenes
it remains a very challenging problem when considering
complex target dynamics and occlusions. Conventional data
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association methods that link target detections with respect to
their appearance, motion, and time gap have been intensively
investigated. Modeling complex target dynamics and handling
occlusions in crowds; however, are often beyond the scope of
their capability.
To model the complex dynamics of moving persons, social
behaviour analysis [2], [3] have recently been explored. Sociologists [4] find that up to 70% of the persons in a crowd tend
to walk in groups. Persons in the same group are more likely to
have similar motion patterns and to be close to each other for
a better group interaction. This grouping view treats persons’
motion as the result of both their attention and the interactions
with the environment. Corresponding tracking models [5]–[9]
divide the detections with similar motion patterns into groups
and minimize the in-group energy. The recent trend towards
group division and group tracking have mitigated the occlusion
problem in multiple person tracking to an extent, but the group
dynamics remains not being quantified in a principled way.
This challenge opens space for new techniques that cope with
multiple person tracking, behaviour analysis, or both.
In multiple person tracking, group dynamics refer to person
and group events, i.e., person leaving and joining, group
merging and splitting, that substantially modify the target
spatial distribution and group configuration. From a sociological perspective [10], when an individual leaves a group
(split) or joins a group (merge), the social relationships among
the remaining persons are revised so that the individuals
produce new entities. One extreme example is that persons
frequently jump among different groups and introduce frequent
group splitting and merging, as well as serious occlusions.
Under these circumstances the heterogeneity nature of different groups and many factors, such as individual characteristics,
group size, relationships among groups, and influences among
group members, need to be investigated.
In this paper, our motivation is to describe topology relation
of the persons and groups in a global way. The “topology” is
defined in a social context, i.e., to present the relation of persons both in and out of a group. We investigate the spatial and
temporal change of the intra- and inter-groups from a sociotopology view, which is higher than the conventional grouplevel multiple persons tracking methods. The latter ones focus
mainly on how to find the similar motion behavior among
the tracklets of persons, while the relation among groups is
seldom investigated. In our model, the spatial relationships
of targets and groups are characterized with intra-group and
inter-group structures. The intra-group structure characterizes
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Section VI describes the implementation details. Experimental
results and conclusions are presented in Sections VI and VII
respectively.
II. R ELATED W ORK

Fig. 1. Illustration of proposed topology-energy model. (a) Multiple person
tracking results, where each target is marked with a 3D bounding box.
(b) Tracklets of persons in (a). Each node together with an arrow denotes
a tracklet with an orientation. (c) Topology configurations corresponding
to persons. Each color indicates a group. (d) Energy distribution of the
topology.

the connections among the targets inside a group while the
inter-group structure models the influence among different
groups. To quantify the dynamics, we propose a topology
energy function (cf. Fig. 1). The typical spatial patterns are
off-line learned in different densities on large-scale datasets
to accurately characterize such topology-energy distribution.
Minimizing the topology-energy-variance via a group-tracklet
jump-moves strategy is expected to produce smooth topology
transitions, stable group tracking, and accurate target association. Most different with previous group-level models, we
minimize the energy variation of the topology rather than the
overall energy to infer the grouping dynamics, which is based
on the observation that persons moving in two continuous
frames usually have slight motion variation and smooth energy
variation. The contributions of this paper are summarized as
follows:
• We propose a novel social-topology model with a
topology-energy function to characterize and quantify the
group dynamics of moving persons and groups combining intra- and inter-group structures and learned typical
topology patterns.
• We minimize the topology-energy-variance with a grouptracklet jump-moves strategy to solve the multiple person tracking problem, which results in smooth topology
transitions, stable group tracking, and accurate target
association.
• We explore the proposed model on both RGB and RGB-D
datasets, showing the comparable performance in crowd
scenes.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: the
related work is described in Section II. The group-trackletlevel topology energy model is introduced in III and the
proposed social topology model with a minimum topologyenergy-variation optimization is presented in Section IV and V.

Multiple target tracking approaches in literature [11]–[18]
can be coarsely categorized into online tracking and offline
tracking.
In online tracking category, target detection responses and
their correspondences are jointly estimated and updated for
current frame using the information acquired from previous
frames [11], [13], [19]–[21]. Methods such as Kalman Filter
and Particle Filter [22] are usually adopted to estimate the
intermediate states, while sparse represantation [23], online
feature learning [19], [20] and Hungarian algorithm [13]
are used to calculate target responses. Target occlusions are
modeled as merging and splitting of tracklets and solved by
using Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) [24]. Despite of
the online advantages of these approaches, they tend to fail
when encounter challenges from serious occlusions, target
appearance variations and/or complex person motion. Because
they can use only short-term target observations, lacking longterm tracklets association or optimization.
In offline tracking category, target detection responses from
object detectors are gradually formed into tracklets and the
final tracks are obtained by associating the tracklets at different
granularities [25]. Existing approaches have widely adopted
the data association method which is typically formulated
as a graph model, e.g., a cost-flow network [12], [26]–[28],
and solved by optimization algorithms including K-shortest
path [27], Conditional Random Field (CRF) [29], [30], and
metric learning [16]. To guarantee the trajectory smoothness
in the graph, for example, Wen et al. [31] adopted a trackletsdense neighborhood searching strategy. Zamir et al. [32]
and Dehghan et al. [33] defined a fully-connected graph
to connect all the person detections. To discriminate different person, Yang et al. [29], [34] used a trajectory-based
CRF function to online learn the affinity and dependency.
Yang et al. [17] adopted incremental learning to learn temporal dynamic appearance among the person observations.
Andriyenko et al. [35] and Milan et al. [36] presented
the energy minimization methods with trajectory-level constraints to distinguish persons. Despite of the global/local
optimization advantages, most of these trajectory-level methods ignore the interactions among persons and interactions
between persons and the environments, and therefore could
be challenged in scenes of target occlusions and complex
dynamics.
To perform multiple person tracking in scenes of occlusions
and complex dynamics, the socially-aware constraint [37]–[39]
has attracted increasing attention. Leal-Taixé et al. [40] learned
a dictionary of interaction feature on image-level to capture
interactions among individual persons, which leaded to a much
richer representation for the motion information of persons.
Following this clue, Milan et al. [41] exploited image-level
information and associated super-pixel to a specific target or
classified it as background. They then used the segmentation
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to recover the target information that were missed by the
detection response. Choi et al. [20] introduced a local flow
descriptor that encoded the relative motion pattern between a
pair of temporally distant detections using long term interest
point trajectories, which provided a robust affinity measure
for estimating the likelihood of matching detections. Sociallyaware constraint in data association had also been explored.
Alahi et al. [42] proposed a social affinity map feature to define
the motion feature in crowd scenes and utilized it to solve the
large-scale pedestrian forecasting problem. Gning et al. [43]
learned the network structure for the target-group as an evolving graph model, which was propagated combined with a
sequential Monte Carlo method.
Social behavior recently has caught more attention in
tracking community. Typical social factors include a persons
destination, desired speed, and repulsion from other individuals, as well as social grouping behavior. Ge et al. [44]
automatically discovered small groups of individuals traveling together to infer social groups given a tracking
result. Chen et al. [5] adopted an online learning strategy to formulate the social behaviour as an elementary
grouping model. Leal-Taixé et al. [9] proposed a linear programming based group model to track multiple persons,
in which the social force [2] was used to model the persons’
behaviours.
Most relevant works are from [6]–[8], [45] that leverage
behaviour analysis to model person motion and group dynamics. Yamaguchi et al. [6] formulated person behavior as an
energy minimization model to infer grouping for better trajectory prediction and behavior prediction. The model viewed
persons as decision-making agents that considered a plethora
of personal, social, and environmental factors to decide where
to go next. Using the similar framework, Pellegrini et al. [7]
modelled the dynamic social behaviour in an energy view,
which considered several important aspects of human behavior: future moving destination, environment, and collisions.
Qin and Shelton [8] presented a data association approach
to exploit social grouping dynamics, where multiple tracklets were clustered together in group entities. They adopted
a two-step optimization that provides both tracklet-tracklet
associations (to link multiple tracklets of the same person) and
tracklet-group associations. Motivation behind their work was
that tracklets belonging to the same group should be related to
the same individual with higher probability than the tracklets
associated to different groups.
Inspired from group-based multiple tergets tracking methods, we propose a topology energy model to quantify person
behaviors and group dynamics. Our work is related to [45],
constructing a tight relation of mutual support between the
modeling of individuals and groups, promoting the idea
that groups are better modeled if individuals are considered
and vice versa. Our model inherits advantages from above
reviewed social grouping models, but differs in two crucial
aspects: 1) We propose a topology-level model to describe
the group dynamics, expecting higher intra-group but lower
inter-group energy distributions rather than minimizing the
summation of all the groups’ energy. 2) We propose using
learned topology patterns and a topology-energy-conservation
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TABLE I
N OTATIONS IN T HIS PAPER

strategy to track groups and individuals, which is expected
to produce smoother topology transitions, more stable group
tracking, and more accurate target association.
III. T OPOLOGY-L EVEL M ULTIPLE P ERSON T RACKING
To make the paper self-contained, we review the classic
multiple person tracking formulation with data association.
For ease of reference, we list all the denotations used in this
paper in Table I. Let L = {l1 , l2 , · · · , ln } denote all person
tracklets of a video sequence, supposing N persons in F
frames. A tracklet li is a consecutive sequence of detection
responses that contain the same target. A binary association
indicator, X i j , defines the hypothesis that pairwise tracklets
li and l j contain the same person (li occurs before l j ).
Ai j denotes the tracklet affinity between tracklets li and l j .
The goal of multiple person tracking is to associate tracklets
that correspond to the same targets, by minimizing a cost
function:

Ai j X i j ,
arg min
X

i, j







tracklet

s.t. X i j =

i

⎧
⎨1 if l j is associated after li ,
⎩
0 otherwise,

X i j ≤ 1 and


j

X i j ≤ 1.

(1)

Here we would like to obtain the binary label X i j that
indicates whether they are the same person (1) or not (0). Constraints i X i j ≤ 1 and
j X i j ≤ 1 imply that each tracklet
follows at most one tracklet, except for the first and last
ones.
The topology relation in this paper is designed to model
individual and group dynamics, which constructs a tight relation of mutual support between the modeling of individuals
and groups as a high-level constraint. Based on tracklet-level
association function Eq. (1), we add the group association
matrix, Tik , which is an indicator matrix similar with the
tracklet indicator X i j . If tracklet li belongs to G k , then
Tik = 1, otherwise, Tik = 0. The topology function can be
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written as
arg max
X,T


i,k



ik Tik +α


i, j





group

s.t. Tik =



Ai j X i j ,




tracklet

1, if li belongs to group G k ,
0, otherwise,

1, if l j is associated after li ,
0, otherwise,


Tik = 1,
Tik ≥ 1,
k
i

X i j ≤ 1,
X i j ≤ 1.
Xij =

i

j

Fig. 2. Illustration of the moving orientations. (a) 1-8 bins denote different
orientations, and 0 denotes that a pedestrian keeps still in successive two
frames.

(2)

Here ik denotes the affinity between the tracklet li and
group G k . The constraints on X i j and Tik satisfy i X i j ≤ 1,
j X i j ≤ 1,
k Tik = 1, and
i Tik ≥ 1. They require that
each tracklet belongs to only one group G k , and one group
contains at least one tracklet. The RGB-D affinity Ai j that captures appearance and depth consistency of persons is detailed
in Sec. VI-D.
The function in Eq. (1) is clearly non-convex, and the
function in Eq. (2) is more complex. Solving it directly is
computationally expensive and easily getting stuck into a local
optimum. In the tracking scenario, however, the energy form of
the topology model is still helpful to the tracking results if the
model is well initialized and optimized to a better objective.
Previous researches [6], [7], [46] design energy minimization
methods to assign every possible solution an ‘energy’ and then
find the state with the lowest energy. In this paper, we improve
the energy model from tracklet level to a topology level,
a joint energy form of group and tracklets in a social topology.
To keep the energy of topology as natural as possible, the
energy function is defined in consistent with Eq. (2):
E = E gro + α E tra ,

(3)

where the E gro and E tra denote the energy of group and
tracklets, respectively. The group term E gro keeps the tracking
targets in groups with a high social affinity, the tracklets energy
E tra captures the motion and appearance of persons in a
tracklet-level. α is a regulation factor.
IV. T OPOLOGY-E NERGY M ODEL
The topology energy function, composed of the group
energy and the tracklets energy terms, is defined in this section.
The definition of the energy function is to quantify the sociotopology relations among groups and tracklets.
A. Group Energy
The topology term in Eq. (3) is inspired by researches
on social topology relations [3], [47], which suggest there
are three governing sociological factors related to pedestrian
movement:
1) Some pedestrians follow the same routes to specific
geographical goals.
2) Each pedestrian walks at a maximum speed depending
on certain environmental conditions.

3) Pedestrians continuously adjust their positions to facilitate in-group verbal exchange and avoid collisions with
out-group pedestrians.
The first two factors are modeled as moving orientation
and speed terms in the intra-group relation. The third factor,
distance term, is modeled as an inter-group relation. The group
energy in Eq. (3) is modeled as
E gro = E intra − β1 E int er ,

(4)

where, the parameter β1 is used to balance the energy between
intra- and inter- parts. When performing group-based multiple
person tracking, we expect the maximum-intra-group-affinity
and minimum-inter-group-affinity.
Intra-Group. The intra-group component is considered from
the perspective of each in-group members’ motion feature,
which defines the affinity between a tracklet li and a group G k .
This component contains the speed affinity as


Vik = e



2
− v it −v̄ kt
2
2σ t
v̄ k

,

(5)

where v it denotes the speed of the tracklet li at frame t and
v̄ kt denotes the average speed of group G k at frame t. Vik thus
defines the speed affinity between li and G k . In the orientation
constraint, a similar Potts model [48] is adopted to define the
affinity among different moving orientations:
1 − cos(ϕit − ϕ̄kt )
,
2
2πn
,
ϕn =
q

φik =

(6)
(7)

where φik defines the moving orientation between tracklet li
and group G k . Persons’ moving orientations ϕ are quantized
into q = 9 bins (cf, Fig. 2) with ϕn the bin’s label.
The speed and orientation factors together force in-group
members have similar motion patterns, at the same time,
reduce the identity switching and smooth the in-group trajectory during the poor detections. Upon this motion pattern,
intra-group energy is defined as
E intra =

N
K



Vik φik ,

(8)

k i,li ∈G k

where K is the number of groups at frame t. We omit the
superscript t in E intra for simplification. Instead of considering
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the speed and orientation together as in [5] and [44], we calculate these two factors in two terms, which guarantees the
social topology model be applicable in both RGB and RGB-D
datasets and enables it effective against the poor detections.
Especially, the ‘0’ bin in orientation term is assigned to the
stationary object, which makes the stationary pairwise tracklets
keeping a stable group energy distribution.
Inter-Group. The inter-group energy in Eq. (4) is designed
to make in-group members be close with the group center
to facilitate communication and the motion affinity among
different groups as large as possible to avoid a collision:
E int er =

N
K



d
lit − Ḡ tk

k i,li ∈G k

2

+ β2

K


Vkt φkt − V pt φ tp

k, p,k = p

Ḡ tk − Ḡ tp

,

(9)
where Ḡ k is the state of the group center. Two tracklets can be
divided into the same group G k only if their distance satisfies
D(li , l j )<d. The parameter β2 is used to balance the energy
between two parts of distance. In the second component,
the average group speed, orientation and distance are jointly
measured to discriminate groups. Note that the inter-group
term plays a role as clustering, which enforces the trajectory
alignment in group. Especially when the in-group members
lack of image evidences (without detections), the grouping
results are able to provide a soft transition way to smooth the
trajectory.
B. Tracklets Energy
The second component of social topology energy model is
tracklets energy. For each tracklets, the target should be also
matched with detections in the lowest identity switches and
fragments. Two factors, motion and appearance constraints,
are designed to regulate the tracklets energy form as
E tra = E mot + β3 E app .

(10)

where, E mot and E app denote the motion and appearance
energy of tracklets respectively. The parameter β3 is used to
balance two terms.
1) Motion: Tracklets is about track combinations of one
person moving in successive frames, which in most cases is
smooth. Upon this, the target motion model is measured by
minimizing the distance between state vectors:
E mot =

N


lit +1 − lit

2

.

(11)

i

The motion energy model poses a tracklet-level constraint to
data association. Such a constraint encores short-term smoothness and helps avoid target drifting. In addition, a global
tracklet association is used in a relatively long duration to
bridge, cut, and grow tracklets in model optimization, detailed
in Sec. V.
2) Appearance: Track fragmentation is mainly cased by the
missing evidence. To connect two tracklets fragments across
the no-evidence area, we add the appearance penalty in the
tracklets energy. This is based on hypothesis the appearance
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feature of a person usually changes smoothly in consecutive
frames. To keep the term both robust and smooth, we use a
sigmoid function as,
E app =

N


1

i

1 + exp(1 − A(lit +1 , lit ))

,

(12)

where A(lit , lit −1 ) is calculated by the widely-used Bhattacharyya coefficient on appearance features. We improve the
appearance feature in terms of different datasets to promote
it better fit the multiple person tracking problem, as shown in
Sec. VI-D. Moreover, the appearance model is designed to fit
gradient-based optimization manner (cf. Sec. V) according to
the property of sigmoid function.
V. M ODEL O PTIMIZATION
With the defined topology energy model, the conventional
multiple person tracking problem is formulated by minimizing
the energy in an analytical inference way. Nevertheless, the
proposed topology energy model in Eq. (3) is obviously not
convex. When adopting the Hungarian algorithm and dualdecomposition method [8] to solve the model, it is computationally expensive and easy getting stuck into a local optimum.
We therefore propose a topology-energy-conservation strategy
to solve the energy model.
A. Topology Energy Variation
A property of tracking is that persons move slowly and
smoothly relative to the frame rate. This consensus means
that the motion and appearance of persons change slightly in
consecutive frames. In the optimization, we do not primarily
minimize the energy function defined in Eq. (3), but the change
of the topology energy. The change of topology is measured
with an energy variation function E between two frames,
defined as
F

E t +1 − E t ,
(13)
E=
t

where E measures the energy variation in continuous frames.
Fig. 3 visualizes the quantified topology energy in one tracking
example. The correct tracking results have lower and stable
energy variation, while the false tracking results (identity
switch and/or group division erorr) have larger energy variation.
B. Minimizing Topology-Energy-Variation
To obtain a reasonable group and trajectory solution, the
energy variation defined in Eq. (13) is minimized as
arg min

E.

(14)

X,T

The standard conjugate gradient method is adopted to minimize the energy function in each iteration. To speed up the
convergence, and get out of the weak local minimum, a twolevel jump strategy is proposed for changing the dimension
of the current state, which can be regarded as a lite version
of reversible jump Markov Chain Monte Carlo (RJ-MCMC)
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Algorithm 1 Model Optimization

Fig. 3. Correct and false topology tracking results are shown in (a) and (c)
respectively. The topology energy in (a) changes slightly, but the topology
energy in (c) changes abruptly. (b) shows the energy variation of (a) and (c).
(d) shows the change of group’s size in (a) and (c). Best viewed in color.

methods [49]. RJ-MCMC has been improved as different
fashions and applied to multiple person tracking problem
in [43], [44], and [46]. Most different from the previous
researches, we design two-level jump moves embedded in the
energy variation framework.
The two-level jump moves, called group-tracklet jump, are
designed to fit the group-tracklets energy form. The jump
moves are able to change the dimensionality in both of groups
and trajectories (X i j and Tik ), which give the optimization
a high degree of flexibility and a smooth transition among
groups and trajectories. With the aid of a topology initialization (cf. V-D), the optimization is able to get much closer to
a global minimum at limited iterations. Moreover, the initial
topology configuration does not require the correct number of
targets and groups.
C. Jump Moves
To get rid of weak local energy minima, we introduce
two types of jump moves, which change the configuration
of the current group and trajectory solution, thereby altering
the dimension of the current state L = {li } and G = {G k }
after each iteration. By jumping to different regions of the
search space while always lowering the energy variance, the
optimization is able to find much stronger local minima.
1) Group Jumps: We design group bridging, merging and
splitting jumps. Group bridging jump extends the group length
and connects it with another group, which facilitates the tracklets association. Group merging and splitting can effectively
improve the group association, which plays a group association
role in group transition.
2) Group Bridging: The temporal span of a group could
be cut off by missing or false detections, particularly in
severe occlusions. We thus extend the group length both
spatially and temporally to bridge the gap between groups.
b :e
Denoting G k = G k k k the temporal span of a group between

frames bk and ek , two groups G i and G j are connected into
one group if the new energy variation E new < E, as:
e

i+1
G k = (G i , G con

:b j −1

, G j ).

(15)

Moreover, the group connecting provides a stronger trackletassociation solution for the in-group tracklets. As soon as two
groups connected as one group, the trajectory of the members
ei+1 :b j −1
in G con
should be connected as well, which refers to
tracklet jumps.
3) Group Split and Merge: The group does not always
stay stable in the whole tracking. When tracklets stay close
enough, they are considered to be merged into a group.
While the in-group members show different motion patterns
(velocity and/or orientation), those members should be deleted.
We check E after each iteration. If
E in time t is
higher than a certain threshold ε, we give the current group
configuration a ‘perturbation’ to escape the local minimal. The
jump goes as a prescribed order (see Alg. 1). For the in-group
tracklet lit with the highest energy according to Eq. (4), we
delete this member from G k as an independent target and
evaluate the energy variation E new . If E new < E, lit
is deleted from G k , and Tik = 0. For the distance between
an independent target l tj and group G k is less than distance
threshold d, we add l tj in G k . If E new < E, merging is
executed as G k = G k ∪ lit , and Tik = 0.
b :e
4) Tracklet Jumps: Tracklet bridging. Let lk = lk k k denote
the state of kth trajectory between frames bk and ek . The
bridging is kept if the E new is lower than the current energy
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variation.

e

i+1
lk = (li , lcon

:b j −1

, l j ),
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(16)

5) Tracklet Growing and Cutting: Tracklets can grow in
forward and backward as group
jumps. If the E new is

lower, the growing is li = li , liei +1:ei +t in backward and


b −t :bi −1
li = li i
, li in forward. The false detections often
make tracklets from different persons connecting to a trajectory. Tracklet cutting is used to eliminate false detections in the long trajectory. Splitting in the frame t with
b :t
a higher E tra by cutting the trajectory as li = lk k and
t :ek
l j = lk .
Similar with [46], the jumps among tracklets are able to
pick up lost tracks and weed out spurious ones for tracklets.
However, there are two types of tracklets in the proposed
topology model. One is independent tracklets, Tik = 0; the
other has the group relation, Tik = 1 in the partial or whole
time span. For the former, the jump among the tracklets
without the group constraint. For the latter, we connect the
tracklets in the certain group, which leads a much smaller
search space, comparing with the global search. The group
ei+1 :b j −1
should be smoothed by the tracklet
connection G con
e :b
jumps. In the duration ei : b j , the E Gi k j of the group G k
is evaluated by the total energy of its in-group tracklets as
 e :b 
 e :b 
 
e :b
E mot li i j + β2 E app li i j ,
(17)
E Gi k j =
li ∈G k

e :b

where we minimize the E Gi k j at frames ei : b j to make sure
each in-group trajectory connecting is correct.
The group-tracklet jumps are executed after each iteration in
a fixed order as described in Alg. 1. The group jump is more
likely providing a coarse solution as a group solution under
socio-constraint. This leads the tracklet jump in a reasonable
space (in-group members) rather the jump among trivial
tracklets, efficiently improving the optimization to converge.
The parameters in jumps: the bridging time step of group and
trajectory, the number of frames a trajectory is grown, are
executed independently, which conducts the optimization to a
lower energy variation.

Fig. 4. Visualization of the learned typical group patterns. The size of typical
group is ranging from 1 to 4. The energy distribution of the typical group
patterns are visualized according to Eq. (4). A brighter color indicates a higher
energy distribution. Best viewed in color.

distance of pairwise tracklets is lower than the threshold d,
this grouping result is kept. Actually, this initial solution in
greedy fashion is impossible to get to the optimal, but quickly
providing a grouping and tracklets association solution for the
following group-tracklet jumps. Empirically, different initial
solutions converge to similar final group and tracklets results.
This is completed by the group-level and tracklet-level jump
moves in the following optimization process. The difference
is that a better initial solution helps get to the final solution
in less jump moves. Thus we investigate the typical group
patterns in training datasets, which provides a better initial
solution, detailed in Sec. VI.
VI. I MPLEMENTATION
In this section, the details about training and optimizing
a topology model are described. The details about multiple
person tracking implementations are also presented.

D. Topology Initialization
Like any non-convex optimization, our algorithm depends
on the initial solution from which topology configuration is
started. Although the group-tracklet jump strategy is able
to conduct the optimization jump out of the local minimal
compared with a pure gradient method. If the initial topology
solution is far away from the global minimal, it will take more
iterations to execute jumps or stuck in a local region with a
energy variation.
In initialization, tracklets are generated after low-level association, which is performed in a greedy manner using a maximum overlap criterion. But for grouping, only the tracklets
lasting more than ft frames are considered as confident ones,
because most false or ghost tracklets are short ones. The typical group patterns are then adopted to initialize groups via an
off-line learning procedure, which is detailed in Sec. VI. If the

A. Typical Group Pattern Training
Typical group patterns are investigated in training datasets
to initialize groups by conducting off-line learning. We record
typical configuration of groups with a stable energy variation
in RGB and RGB-D training dataset, and formulate them as
typical group patterns. The topology patterns are learned in
RGB and RGB-D training datasets with 13732 frames. In 3D
applications with the real-world depth information, d in Eq. (9)
denotes the world-coordinate distance (meter) between two
persons, while d denotes the distance between the center points
of targets’ bounding box in images.
In training sequences, given a set of detections and the
corresponding ground truth (GT) target and group annotations,
the GT targets’ IDs are first assigned to each detection as
complete trajectories and groups. The parameter in our model
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TABLE II
T RAINED PARAMETERS

is not determined manually. We record these parameters in
the annotated groups and trajectories: (1) size,1 (2) average
distance d in Eq. (9) among neighbor members. (3) average
intra-group and inter-group energy and (4) average tracklets
motion and appearance energy. Fig. 4 visualizes several typical
group patterns and energy distribution with the size ranging
from 2 to 4.
Fig. 5.

B. Parameter Training
During the typical group pattern training, the intrinsic
parameters of topology have been determined, but the weight
of all the energy components should be set as well. In training
sequences (which have groups of pedestrian), the augmented
values of regular parameters α, β1 , β2 and β3 are given to evaluate the group and tracklets energy variation. First, the amount
of groups and how many times of objects falsely divided into
groups are compared with group GT. The optimal α, β1 and
β2 are selected with the lowest group amount error εa and
dividing error εd as
arg min εa + εs .
α,β1 ,β2

topology configuration, which corresponds to the aerodynamic
features.
The social distance d in our model changes with crowd
density, which is shown in Table II. We divide the crowd
density of scenes in three levels according to the number of
persons per-frame as well: low (<10), middle ([10, 20]) and
high (>20).

(18)

The parameter β3 is trained in a similar manner, but the
reference standard changes as MOTA (cf. Sec. VII). We run the
tracking algorithm while keeping α, β1 and β2 fixed. Table II
shows the parameters learned in the training datasets.
C. Crowd Density
According to the density of persons, the group configuration
and the energy variation change in three levels. Low density:
group members tend to move side-by-side in the size of 2,
forming a line perpendicular to the moving orientation, thereby
occupying a large area. Middle density: when the local
density level increases, the average distance between group
members is, in fact, reduced. Persons in the same group
needs to adapt to the reduced availability of space. It is
observed that the middle person tends to stand back, while
the persons left and right get closer to each other. This is
done by configurations of V-like or U-like topology patterns in topology configuration with three and four members.
As shown in research [4], these configurations are emergent
topology patterns resulting from the tendency of each person to
find a comfortable moving position supporting communication
with the other intra-group members. High density: when the
density reaches a high level, the physical constraints would
prevail over the social preferences, persons in the same group
would start moving one behind another, forming a river-like
1 Size of a group pattern denotes the number of topology members.

RGB-D feature extraction. Best viewed in color.

D. RGB-D Affinity
To fit the RGB-D datasets, we fully explore the RGB-D
feature for the tracklet appearance. Given a video sequence
with depth data (LIDAR or stereo vision), the combined
features in ROIs are extracted to describe targets in terms of
their appearance and 3D positions.
Assuming that each target is an isolated 3D bounding box,
we extract a set of RGB-D based features (Histograms of
Oriented Gradient and Color features, and Histogram of Depth
(HOD) feature [50], [51]) to discriminate targets from their
backgrounds. Note that the one ROI in the image domain
can in fact contain more than one targets due to occlusions,
which introduces great ambiguity to data association. The
RGB-D data is thus projected into two planes, X-Y plane and
Y-Z plane, to decrease such ambiguity, as shown in Fig. 5.
The Y-Z plane is an auxiliary plane, in which we calculate
the average depth value of each target. We define target and
background seeds to be the set of pixels inside the bounding
box. To compute the target seeds in the projected 2D bounding
box, we remove the pixels corresponding to the background
seeds as well as a pixel band around the box as [52], which has
a larger depth value than the mean depth value in a 2D box.
To make this process more robust in the X-Y plane, an online
adaptive feature pool, HOGC [53] feature is utilized. In the
X-Y plane, 14*7 bins of HOGC features are extracted, and in
the X-Z plane, 9*5 bins of variation features [50] on cloud
points’ locations are extracted. There are 143 bins of RGB-D
features in total to represent a target.
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TABLE III
C OMPARISONS OF T RACKING R ESULTS ON T WO RGB D ATASETS IN M ULTIPLE O BJECTS C HALLENGE B ENCHMARK [54]. F OR THE I TEMS W ITH ↑,
H IGHER S CORES I NDICATE B ETTER R ESULTS , FOR T HOSE W ITH ↓, L OWER S CORES I NDICATE B ETTER R ESULTS . R ED AND
G REEN N UMBERS S HOW THE B EST AND S ECOND B EST P ERFORMANCE R ESPECTIVELY

VII. E XPERIMENTS
In this section, we evaluate the proposed multiple person
tracking algorithm, as well as comparing it with recent stateof-the-art methods. Experimental results clearly show the benefits of utilizing social topology in multiple person tracking.
A. Dataset and Metrics
The proposed methods are tested and evaluated on two
kinds of publicly available datasets, RGB and RGB-D datasets,
which are summarized in Table V.
The commonly used multiple person tracking metrics
defined in [55] is adopted to evaluate the tracking performance following [16]–[19], [28], [40], [41], [46]. The MultiObject Tracking Accuracy (MOTA) combines three types of
errors: false positive (FP), missed targets (FN), and identity
switches (IDS), which is normalized such that the score
of 100 percent corresponds to no error. All three types of
errors are equally weighted. Multi-Object Tracking Precision (MOTP) measures the alignment of the tracker output
with respect to the ground truth normalized to the threshold
value. Mostly Tracked (MT) and Mostly Lost (ML) scores
are computed on the entire trajectories and measure how
many Ground Truth trajectories (GT) are successfully tracked
(tracked for at least 80%) and lost (tracked for less than 20%).
The items Frag. and IDS record how many times the ground
truth trajectory is interrupted and switched by a false ID.
Hz records the tracker speed in frames per second. In addition,
Recall and Precision (Prec.) are two basic metrics. Recall
means the rate of correctly matched detections / total detections in ground truth. Precision means the rate of correctly
matched detections / total detections in the tracking results.
B. Evaluation on RGB Benchmark
The RGB datasets are from the MOT benchmark [54],
which is composed of 11 training and 11 test video sequences,
of 11,286 frames (∼16.5 minutes). Some of the videos are
recorded using mobile platform and the others are from
surveillance videos. As it is composed of videos with various configurations, tracking algorithms that are particularly tuned for a specific scenario would not work well in
general.
To keep consistent with previously reported results,
we follow the exact same evaluation protocol as other

approaches [16]–[19], [28], [40], [41], [46], and use their
reported results on MOT website. Unsurprisingly, same detection results are used as inputs to all compared tracking
approaches [54]. To verify the robustness, we design three
comparing methods based on the proposed model.
• Ours (Our full model, including the inter- and intra-group
energy and using the group and tracklet jump moves, the
jump threshold of energy variation ε is 0.05);
• Ours+CGD (Using purely conjugate gradient descent,
which runs until convergence or to maximal number of
iterations (here, we set 30), which suffices to get close to
a local minimum, this is similar to [46]);
• Ours+No Inter-G (Without inter-group term in Eq. (3),
only intra-group term and tracklet jump moves);
• Ours+No Var (Without topology variance minimization,
solving Eq. (3) using the group and tracklet jumps).
Table III summarises the accuracy of the proposed
method (GST) and other state-of-the-art methods on the
MOT benchmark. It clearly shows that our model achieves
the comparable performance. Fig. 6 gives the tracking samples in AVG-TownCentre and PETS09-S2L2 sequences. One
frame is randomly selected to show our better performance
than results in [19], [40], [41], and [46]. Note that as the
AVG-TownCentre sequence is in a high resolution covering
the whole street, we zoom in to the street corner at frame 59,
and in PETS09-S2L2 sequence we take the result at frame 61.
Our approach is able to find more tracklets than the compared
methods, particularly, the trajectory in group. Some missed
target positions (red arrows in Fig. 6) could be inferred by the
group topology, as they keep slight topology variation in successive frames. As the false tracking positions (yellow arrows
in Fig. 6) are usually caused by the false detections and usually
last short time, our approach that only chooses the confident
tracklets in grouping ( f >5 frames) shows advantages over
compared methods.
Fig. 7 shows the energy minimization with different solution
techniques on MOT benchmark. We conclude that the full
model “Ours” including the complete group-tracklet jumps is
able to escape weak local minima, since the purely continuous
conjugate gradient descent optimization “Ours+CGD” can
only search a small local neighborhood of the state space in
the case of non-convex energy optimization. The further experiment turning off the inter-group term “Ours+No Inter-G” or
energy variation minimization “Ours+No Var” performs even
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TABLE IV
C OMPARISONS OF T RACKING R ESULTS ON AVG-T OWN C ENTRE AND PETS09-S2L2 S EQUENCES IN MOT B ENCHMARK

Fig. 6. Comparison of our approach with other methods on RGB datasets. The results of comparing methods are downloaded from the MOT website. Red
arrows denote the missing targets, while yellow arrows denote the false targets. Best viewed in color. (a) Tracking results on AVG-Towncentre sequence.
(b) Tracking results on PETS09-S2L2 sequence.
TABLE V
D ATASETS FOR T RAINING AND T EST

C. Evaluation on RGB-D Datasets
Fig. 7. Tracking results of different energy optimization solutions on MOT
benchmark.

worse than the conjugate gradient descent solution. Only by
combining the two schemes “Ours” is possible to reach a good
optima of the proposed energy-variation-minimization.

The two evaluations demonstrate that the proposed model
is generally applicable to RGB and RGB-D datasets in any
application scenario.
Experiments are carried out on four public datasets: the
Sync dataset [56], the SDL dataset [57], the SDL-Campus
dataset [57], and the LIPD dataset [58]. Each video sequence
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TABLE VI
C OMPARISONS OF T RACKING R ESULTS ON F OUR RGB-D D ATASETS . I N THE “BASELINE ” I TEM , G=G ROUP, T=T OPOLOGY

in the datasets has corresponding depth information captured
with depth sensors (LiDAR or stereo vision). The videos are
recorded at 10 FPS, and have a variable number of objects
(car, pedestrian, and cyclist). The crowded scenes, moving
cameras, and appearance variation of moving objects make the
target tracking on them quite challenging. Many conventional
assumptions adopted in MOT with a surveillance camera
are not applicable in these cases (e.g., fixed entering/exiting
location, background modeling, etc).
In RGB-D experiments, we use the codes published by the
authors and the parameters (cf. Table II) learned in the SDLCrossing datasets, and compare it with state-of-the-art methods
in Table VI:
• RGB (RGB-based methods: the network flow method
[27], the online learned CRF model [29], the continuous
energy minimization [46]);
• RGB+G (Grouping method: [5]);
• RGBD+G (Grouping method using RGB-D data [57]);
• RGB+T (Our model without using RGB-D feature);
• RGBD+T (Our full model).
Table VI shows that our approach “RGBD+T” significantly
outperforms recent state-of-the-art RGB-based methods in significant margins (averagely 12% improvement in both Recall
and Precision), and our RGB-based baseline method Ours*
(“RGB+T”) outperforms the other trackers averagely 5% in
Recall and 4% in Precision. Compared with the depth-based
tracker [57], our model improves more than 2% and 5% in
Recall and Precision in the Sync and SDL datasets. This
validates that the topology-level constraint added in the conventional multiple person tracking framework is a key factor
for accurate tracking. With such a topology-energy-variation

minimization manner, the in-group target occlusion problem
could be better addressed.
The Sync dataset is a video sequence with 2147 frames. In
this video sequence, long-term and serious occlusion issues
are frequent. Cars parking along both sides of the road
coincidentally have similar colors with the pedestrians and are
close to the pedestrians. Many of the false detections are added
to the trajectories by the RGB-based methods, so the MT score
in Table VI decreases. It can be seen that our approach outperforms other methods through the topology-energy-variation
minimum optimization. In this sequence, frames ranging from
150 to 600 have multiple occlusion scenarios. It is observed
that the pedestrian detector outputs numerous false detections.
Many of the false detections have been added to the trajectory
by the vision-based methods in the first baseline, and the MT
item in Table I decreases. That is because the recurring false
and missing detections in dynamic traffic backgrounds make
the affinity probability of appearance and motion unreliable.
Therefore the false detections cannot be easily excluded. The
SDL dataset is recorded on a straight road and a crossroad,
and has fewer occlusions. In Table VI, it is observed that
Recall and Precision increase compared with the results in
the Sync dataset. Our approach has the fewest Frag. and IDS
errors in the SDL dataset. Compared with other datasets, the
pedestrians of the SDL-Campus dataset is in a relatively low
density, and most pedestrians do not walk in groups. In this
case, the inter-topology energy makes a key role in the tracking
but the intra-topology energy is negligible. Surprisingly, our
approach can still have significant performance gain over
the state-of-the-art approaches [5], [46]. The LIPD dataset
is recorded from a sensor acquisition system mounted on
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Fig. 8. Tracking results of our approach. In each frame, the tracking outputs include three parts: 3D bounding box (in second row), topology configuration
(the same color indicates the same topology), and topology energy distribution. Best viewed in color. (a) Tracking examples on the Sync dataset. (b) Tracking
examples on the SDL dataset.

an instrument-equipped Yamaha vehicle, driving in an urban
environment. The dataset contains 4823 frames. The dataset
is captured at dusk, and the challenge is mainly from lighting
variation. The comparative results suggest that our approach
is consistent in poor illumination. Some tracking samples in
RGB-D datasets are shown in Fig. 8.

pedestrians are only divided into along and pair categories.
However, in experiments, we keep individual and group identity consistent in frames and achieve substantial agreement
with human annotator on this dataset. It is also observed that
36% of the people moving in groups in the AVG-TownCentre
dataset, The figure is 65% in the PETS09-S202 sequence.

D. Group Discovery
Group discovery is provided by the group indicator matrix T
in the topology model, which indicates the relationship
between individuals and groups. In [44] and [39], the following
group discovery evaluation method is adopted: each pedestrian
is coded into one of two categories: alone or in a group. Since
we do not have all the annotations on the RGB and RGB-D
datasets we conduct multiple person tracking experiments on,
or any available implementations of related work, we are not
able to conduct comparative experiments on all the datasets.
In evaluation, we annotate group identity in the PETS09
and AVG-TownCentre sequences. Match rate indicates the
percentage of persons that are classified correctly.
Compared with existing methods [37], [38], [43], [44],
experiments show that our group discovery component
produces more reasonable results. In the test datasets,
our approach produces 85% matching rate on more than
300 trajectories. Recall that the same person in different time
windows are treated as different persons [44]. In [39], the

E. Energy Variation
As described before, the complexly designed energy function in multiple person tracking is always in a non-convex
form, so optimization could not guarantee a global minimum
in limited time. How to reach a strong local minimum being
not far away from the global minimum in limited iterations
has been investigated in many previous work [7], [8], [46].
We visualize the energy variation in different optimization
strategies applied in our model, shown in Fig. 9. The blue
line denotes the purely conjugate gradient descent optimization without any jump move, by which the energy always
goes along the way of decreasing greatly. Most trajectory
fragmentation caused by false detections and the observations
missing evidence can not be modified. The red line denotes
the strategy with only tracklet-jump move. Similar to the
work [46], parts of the false tracklets solution could be repaired
by the tracklet-level jump. However, lacking a soico-topology
constraint makes the jumps without the context information.
Sometimes, tracklets with different identities are connected
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Fig. 9. A tracking example of group-tracklet jump move in PETS09-S2L2 sequence. One group splits into two parts at frame 410. Target l1 is occluded by
other in-group members at frame 414, but found by the tracklet bridging at frame 419. The right figure shows the topology energy variation in this tracking
example. Best viewed in color.

to the same target by the ‘flexible’ jumps. The green line
represents the performance of our optimization in grouptracklet jump moves. The energy variation changes slightly
compared with the other strategies, which ensures the energy
jump out of the weak local minimal but not so far away in a
social context. The tracklet-jump could be treated as a kind of
tracklet-repair manner in once group jump.
F. Convergence
In the optimization process, the energy variation is minimized until all the group and tracklet jumps run out, which
commonly takes less than 20 iterations to reach the minimum
under the given threshold ε = 0.05. Another important implementation in solve the energy model is conjugate gradient
descent. We adopt Carl Rasmussen’s implementation2 with
its default parameters to execute conjugate gradient descent
on the energy minimization. In the setting, the Polack-Ribiere
formula is used for determining the search directions, while the
Wolfe-Powell conditions and the slope ratio method are used
for estimating the step. It runs until convergence or reaching
a maximal number of iterations without pre-defined jump
moves. This severely limits the possible state space changes,
and the search largely stays within one region of the solution
space in the non-convex model. Finally, the energy is not able
to descend much further. This optimization usually leads to a
slow convergence and weak local solution.
Another issue is about the move order in the optimization
process. We use the ordered moves in both group and tracklet
jumps, which significantly speed up the optimization process.
Actually, different move orders lead to a similar convergence
and tracking solution, which is also verified in [46]. But [46]
only uses the tracklet-level jump moves in the model, our twolevel jump is able to provide the tracking solution with a social
constraint, so that tracklets could be globally associated in a
social topology.
G. Time Analysis
The computational time is greatly affected by the number
of persons and the length of the video. Experiments are
performed on an Intel 3.4GHz PC with 4G memory, and the
2 http://www.gatsby.ucl.ac.uk/~edward/code/minimize/minimize.m

TABLE VII
T RACKING S PEED OF D IFFERENT O PTIMIZATION S OLUTIONS
ON AVG-T OWN C ENTRE S EQUENCE

codes are implemented in Matlab. Without codes optimization,
our approach achieves a tracking speed of ∼7 Hz when there
are averagely 10 persons to be tracked. When our approach is
applied on the high crowd density video in AVG-TownCentre,
the speed is ∼3 HZ, shown in Table VII. It is found that
the speed of our full model (Ours) is lower than the conjugate
gradient descent solution (Ours+CGD), because the full model
gets rid of the region to reach a strong local minimum by the
iterative group-tracklet jump moves, when the energy variation
is slight.
VIII. C ONCLUSION
We have developed a social topology-energy-variation
model and integrated it with the conventional data association
method for RGB and RGB-D multiple person tracking. With
this model, the dynamics of a collection of moving persons
are formulated both in-group and out-group structures in a
global manner. To quantify the in- and out-group relations to
capture the topology variation, spatial energy distributions are
defined. Minimizing the topology-energy-variance in a grouptracklet jump-moves procedure is validated to result in smooth
topology transitions, stable group tracking, and accurate target
association. Experiments show that the topology constrained
data association has the state of the art tracking performance,
validating that minimizing the energy variation is the key
factor for stable and accurate tracking.
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